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A B S T R A C T
Background: Since the introduction of what became today's standard for cryo-embedding of biological macro-
molecules at native conditions more than 30 years ago, techniques and equipment have been drastically im-
proved and the structure of biomolecules can now be studied at near atomic resolution by cryo-electron mi-
croscopy (cryo-EM) while capturing multiple dynamic states. Here we review the recent progress in cryo-EM for
structural studies of dynamic biological macromolecules.
Scope of review: We provide an overview of the cryo-EM method and introduce contemporary studies to in-
vestigate biomolecular structure and dynamics, including examples from the recent literature.
Major conclusions: Cryo-EM is a powerful tool for the investigation of biological macromolecular structures
including analysis of their dynamics by using advanced image-processing algorithms. The method has become
even more widely applicable with present-day single particle analysis and electron tomography.
General signiﬁcance: The cryo-EM method can be used to determine the three-dimensional structure of bioma-
cromolecules in near native condition at close to atomic resolution, and has the potential to reveal conformations
of dynamic molecular complexes. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled "Biophysical Exploration of
Dynamical Ordering of Biomolecular Systems" edited by Dr. Koichi Kato.
1. Introduction
Modern cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) began with the in-
troduction of a unique specimen preparation method by Dubochet and
coworkers in the 1980s [1,2], resulting in the preservation of biological
specimens at near native condition within a thin amorphous ice ﬁlm,
which allowed direct observation on a low dose transmission electron
microscope operating at liquid nitrogen temperature or below. It has
become one of the most powerful tools to solve the structure of bio-
molecules at near-atomic resolution, accompanied by X-ray crystal-
lography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. With
the cryo-EM method, which does not require three-dimensional (3D)
crystals, organic macromolecules can be observed directly in multiple
conformations in their native environment. This makes analysis more
challenging but provides for a richer insight into the dynamic behavior
of these biological entities.
Cryo-EM can be used for structure determination of isolated bio-
molecular complexes across a wide molecular mass range from proteins
with several tens kilo-Daltons to virus particles with many mega-
Daltons (Fig. 1) and to whole cells. Unlike X-ray crystallography and
NMR spectroscopy, cryo-EM requires a much smaller amount of sample
and it accepts a larger variation of specimen types, such as single
protein molecules, large protein complexes, thin-protein crystals, virus
particles, helical ﬁber complexes, bacteria, cells and even entire tissue
sections. The maximum observable object size is essentially only limited
by the specimen thickness that can be penetrated with the electron
beam, which depends on the mean free path and is approximately
500 nm in the case of 300 kV transmission electron microscopes
(TEMs). In the case of eukaryotic cells, observation areas may be lim-
ited to the periphery of the cell body or it may be necessary to thin the
sample before observation by cryo-sectioning or FIB-milling.
The lower molecular weight limitation is a challenge for cryoEM at
present. It is expected around 38 kDa calculated from estimates of the
SNR for such proteins under consideration of the limiting dose rate [3].
The minimum detectable size of isolated biomolecules is restricted by
the image contrast generated with the specimen-tolerated electron
dose. The permissible electron dose is limited by radiation damage to
the specimen, which depends on acceleration voltage and spatial re-
solution as well as sample properties. It is estimated at less than 20 e−/
Å2 at 200 kV accelerating voltage for near-atomic resolution [4]. Merk
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et al. reported the structure of isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1; 93-
kDa) by single particle cryo-EM at 3.8 Å resolution [5] (Fig. 1). The low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the small mass giving rise to electron
scattering generally hampers identiﬁcation and error-free alignment of
such particles in low dose images. However, at present routine structure
resolution of such small molecules is not the norm. Khoshouei et al.
analyzed the structure of the 64-kDa human hemoglobin particle at
3.2 Å resolution by contrast-enhanced cryo-EM using a Volta phase
plate (VPP) [6] (Fig. 1). The lower limit of molecular weight accessible
by cryo-EM has now been extended towards the upper molecular
weight range of NMR, which lies around 50 kDa.
Cryo-EM is a suitable technique for visualizing radiation-sensitive
specimen like biological macromolecules or soft matter materials con-
sisting of light atoms such as organic polymers. In general, biological
molecules form an intact structure in fully hydrated or in partly hy-
drated form (e.g. when embedded in a lipid membrane) and generally
perform their function with large areas of their surface exposed to
aqueous environment. This predestines cryo-EM as a tool to observe
such structures in their near-native environment. In the cryo-EM pro-
cedure, specimens are created by rapid freezing of biomolecules in
solution and loaded into the column of an electron microscope oper-
ating at high-vacuum and at low temperature to keep the ice in
amorphous state and to reduce the eﬀect of radiation damage [7]. Ice
can exist in various temperature-dependent modiﬁcations – chieﬂy, in
cubic (−123 °C to −148 °C, 115 to 150 K) and in hexagonal crystal
form (above−103 °C, 170 K) [8]. During rapid freezing, the formation
of these crystalline phases is bypassed to form amorphous ice, but the
sample must be kept at a temperature below the crystalline transition
temperature. Although specimen embedding in amorphous ice is most
commonly used today, cryo-EM of tobacco mosaic virus has been car-
ried out in cubic ice and the conclusion was that better images could be
obtained than in amorphous ice [9]. In the past, imaging of two-di-
mensional crystals at liquid helium temperature (−269 °C, 4 K) has
been successfully used [7,10] with the aim to reduce radiation damage
even further. The underlying hypothesis is that ionizing radiation leads
to secondary chemical reactions and a “cage eﬀect”, which slow dis-
placement of molecular fragments and that their diﬀusion rate is gov-
erned by temperature [11]. Liquid nitrogen was found to provide the
most consistent data quality at near-equivalent damage protection than
at lower temperature [12]. Intermediate temperature between liquid
nitrogen and liquid helium may change electronic properties of ice (e.g.
conductivity) and hence reduce other image-degrading eﬀects such as
specimen charging [13,14]. However, the technical requirements and
experimental complexity are much reduced at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature (−193 °C, 80 K), which has become the most commonly used
condition for cryo-EM imaging.
Recent advances of cryo-EM are provided by two major innovations.
One is the employment of direct electron detector (DED) for electron
microscopy. DED can detect electrons directly and read them at high
frame rate without a mechanical shutter. Their higher performance is
due to greatly improved quantum eﬃciency as compared to previous
generations of detectors. Motion correction has become the standard to
compensate for the blurring eﬀect of stage drift and beam-induced
movement [15,16]. The other is advancement of image processing
methods and the constant increase of microprocessor performance,
which allow accurate classiﬁcation of hundreds of thousands of EM
images with computationally expensive algorithms. These two tech-
nologies have led to a “resolution revolution” with atomic structures no
longer being the exclusive prerogative of x-ray crystallography or NMR
spectroscopy [17], and cryo-EM becomes a tool to be able to analyze
the structure of dynamical biomolecules.
Fig. 2 illustrates the workﬂow of cryo-EM. The upper and lower
non-labeled area is common in all types of cryo-EM, which includes
sample preparation, low dose data acquisition, and model building. The
middle blue-labeled area includes two modalities for 3D data acquisi-
tion and reconstruction, single particle analysis (SPA), and sub-
tomogram averaging (STA). Here we review the basic procedures, the
two modalities, and model building including recent advances in cryo-
EM for structural studies of dynamic biological macromolecules.
2. Sample preparation and image acquisition for cryo-EM
2.1. Sample vitriﬁcation for cryo-EM
Macromolecules in solution are typically applied to a holey carbon
ﬁlm covering a special EM grid (Fig. 3). These commercially available
mesh grids are made of a variety of conductive materials (copper, gold,
molybdenum, silicon nitride, silicon oxide, and others) and are covered
Fig. 1. Representative biomolecules solved by cryoEM at
near-atomic resolution. Cryo-EM covers a wide molecular
weight range of specimens, from protein complexes in the
tens of kilo Daltons to large virus particles with hundreds of
mega Daltons. Estimated resolution of the reconstruction,
molecular weight and EM data base number are indicated
for each particle. From left, species-D human adenovirus 26
[94], 70S ribosome [95], isocitrate dehydrogenase 1
(IDH1) [5], and human hemoglobin [6].
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with a perforated support ﬁlm (usually a 10–50 nm thin carbon ﬁlm, a
5–10 nm thin gold ﬁlm, or thin ﬁlms of various thickness made from
silicon derivate) with regular hole arrays of deﬁned shape, size and
pitch (e.g. Quantifoil (Quantifoil Micro Tools), or C-ﬂat (Protochips
Inc.)). 2 to 3 ml of hydrated specimen is applied onto the perforated
grid, which is pre-treated by glow discharging. After removing ex-
cessive solution with ﬁlter paper under tightly controlled environ-
mental conditions, the grid is plunged rapidly into a cryogen, which is
generally precooled with liquid nitrogen (Fig. 3).
Depending on the molecular adhesion properties of the sample
particles, the surface of this support ﬁlm must be pre-treated before
sample application to produce an even particle distribution. For most
soluble samples, this requires a hydrophilic surface, which can be cre-
ated with ion bombardment in a glow-discharging device or by plasma
cleaning (essentially, glow discharging in the presence of a gas or a gas
mixture like hydrogen/oxygen). The latter can also remove undesirable
hydrophobic organic contaminants (e.g. carbohydrates precipitated
from the atmosphere during grid storage or transport). While these
methods typically result in a predominantly negative surface charge,
additives such as polyethyleneimine or polylysine create a positive
surface charge [18]. Variation of these parameters may be used to in-
ﬂuence particle orientations or to drive particles into holes for higher
local concentration. In the case that a hydrophobic surface is desired
(e.g. for lipid-embedded two-dimensional crystals or certain cell types),
additives like amylamine can be added to the evaporation chamber
[19]. However, this tends to contaminate a glow-discharging chamber
permanently and a dedicated device is recommended. In addition, Kelly
et al. have introduced surface-modiﬁed “aﬃnity grids”, which feature a
lipid monolayer ﬁlm with functionalized head-groups that can capture
and orient particles with high speciﬁc binding aﬃnity for eﬃcient on-
grid puriﬁcation from ultra-low particle concentrations [20]. Their
disadvantage consists in additional background from the aﬃnity sup-
port ﬁlm.
The most common cryogen is liquid ethane. A mix of ethane and
propane was found easier to use than ethane with plunge freezing de-
vices that do not control the cryogen temperature. The advantage of
using an ethane-propane mix over pure ethane is its reduced freezing
temperature, which allows direct thermal contact between liquid ni-
trogen and the cryogen without freezing of the mixture. In contrast,
pure ethane does freeze at liquid nitrogen temperature and requires
constant thawing and re-cooling [21]. The frozen grid is then preserved
in liquid nitrogen storage until use. Since its inception, the method has
become a standard sample preparation method for cryo-EM. At present,
ice embedding of specimens can be done reproducibly with a blotting
robot (e.g. FEI Vitrobot, Leica EM GP, or Gatan CP3), which removes
excess liquid by wicking action with a ﬁlter paper while controlling
multiple environmental parameters like blotting time and blot force in
addition to temperature and humidity. The procedure requires only a
few microliters of protein solution at moderate concentration
(0.1–2.0 mg/ml, depending on molecular weight).
Fig. 2. Cryo-EM workﬂow. Protein particles in aqueous solution are typically vitriﬁed in
amorphous ice by plunge-freezing. Thick objects like large cells or tissue samples require
high-pressure freezing followed by cryo-sectioning or cryo-milling. Their images are re-
corded as projections in the electron microscope at low temperature using low electron
dose to avoid radiation damage. Fundamentally, two related modalities (blue boxes) are
used - single particle analysis (SPA) and cryo tomography, which is often followed by
subtomogram averaging (STA). If quality and resolution of the reconstructed electron
potential map (“the structure”) allow, an atomic model can be built and reﬁned using
known chemical constraints.
Fig. 3. “Classic” specimen preparation by plunge-freezing. Aqueous
sample solution is applied onto glow-discharged (hydrophilic) holey
carbon ﬁlm supported by EM grid. Excess solution is removed with
ﬁlter paper from one or both sides. Blotted grid is rapidly plunged
into a cryogen precooled at liquid nitrogen temperature.
Biomolecules embedded in thin amorphous ice ﬁlm are observed in
cryo-electron microscope.
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Even semi-automated plunge-freezing with robotic assistance is still
a labor-intensive process and requires a skilled operator. Sample pre-
paration for cryo-EM in the age of high throughput image acquisition is
therefore steadily becoming a limiting factor, which has been re-
cognized within the community. Multiple new approaches to cryo-
embedding are currently under active investigation and development
[22,23].
2.2. Low dose image collection
High-resolution cryo-EM images of ice-embedded biomolecules on
holey carbon EM grids are taken using low dose procedures to avoid
irradiation damage and are recorded on a digital detector or on
photographic ﬁlm. The frozen grid is mounted on a cryo-transfer holder
equipped with liquid nitrogen Dewar in a cryo-workstation to avoid ice
contamination (Fig. 4). Then, the ice-embedded specimen is loaded in
frozen state contamination-free into the cryo electron microscope by
means of a cryo-transfer holder. Some high-end electron microscopes,
which are dedicated speciﬁcally for cryo-EM use, have specially de-
signed cryo-specimen cassettes for holding a dozen of frozen cartridge-
mounted grids simultaneously within a microscope-attached autoloader
(e.g. FEI Titan Krios, FEI Talos Arctica, JEOL CryoARM). With general
side-entry cryo-transfer holders, the stage usually stabilizes within tens
of minutes after loading the holder into the column. Commercially
available cryo-EM grids contain a regularly spaced uniform hole pattern
edged into a thin (10–50 nm) carbon support ﬁlm. An aqueous ﬁlm
whose thickness accommodates the solubilized macromolecules in a
single layer is formed on the holey carbon support ﬁlm after blotting
and preserved as amorphous ice by plunge-freezing (Fig. 3). Images of
holes are taken using low dose mode. The low dose mode can minimize
irradiation damage to the specimen by navigating to the position of the
object at low magniﬁcation or in defocused diﬀraction mode. Focus is
adjusted nearby without exposing the target area and then an exposure
of the target is acquired at the desired preset magniﬁcation.
3. Single particle analysis (SPA)
3.1. Principle of SPA
Structural determination by SPA has developed into a powerful
technique rivaling x-ray crystallography for successful determination of
biological structures that have eluded crystallization. The principle of
SPA is not reconstruction of the structure from a single biological mo-
lecule, but averaging multiple views of many copies of the same mo-
lecule (Fig. 5A). This is, why SPA is sometimes also referred to as single
particle averaging. The underlying assumption is that the three-di-
mensional objects, which are represented by their two-dimensional
projections captured on the image sensor, are identical. Unlike tomo-
graphy, which records multiple views of the same biological object and
thus accumulates the full electron dose of an entire tomographic tilt
series onto this radiation-sensitive protein sample, the SPA data col-
lection strategy distributes the electron dose between the many copies
of identical biomolecules. Because each molecule is frozen in a random
orientation, it is not necessary to tilt the specimen stage for complete
Fig. 4. Representative cryo-EM equipment. A) Electron
microscope using 200 kV ﬁeld emission electron source
(JEOL 2200FS). B) Side-entry type cryo-transfer specimen
holder (Gatan 626). C) Frozen grid is mounted on a cryo-
transfer holder and inserted into the EM column without
ice-contamination.
Fig. 5. Data acquisition procedures for two modalities. A) For single particle analysis
(SPA) the images of randomly orientated homogeneous particles are recorded at low
electron exposure (dose). Then, particle images selected from digitized images are
iteratively aligned against a reference and averaged. B) Electron tomography for sub-
tomogram averaging (STA). 2D projections of heterogeneous particles are collected by
tilting the specimen stage, and 3D tomograms are calculated using weighted back-
projection or other reconstruction algorithms. Selected subsets of the tomogram (“sub-
tomograms”) containing individual particle volumes are picked, aligned, classiﬁed and
averaged.
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rotational sampling. Without the need for multiple exposures due to
specimen tilting, the maximum electron dose tolerated before sig-
niﬁcant radiation damage sets in, is 1–2 orders of magnitude higher for
an SPA exposure than what is acceptable for a single tomographic tilt
frame. In addition, typical SPA datasets consist of thousands of images,
each of which contains up to a thousand projections of the biological
molecule in diﬀerent orientations. When identical views of the same
object are summed up, the SNR of the resulting averaged projection
increases dramatically, because the small pixel intensity variations
caused by the scattering from the protein object during its exposure to
the electron beam add up coherently, whereas noise is distributed
randomly (it still follows a distribution) and this tends to get suppressed
by averaging.
The typical image reconstruction workﬂow alternates between two
steps: orientation search for all projections and 3D reconstruction, in
which all aligned projections are accumulated in a 3D-array, resulting
in a 3D electron potential map. This cycle is usually iterated until the
resolution does not improve further.
3.2. Image processing for SPA
Cryo-EM images are usually collected in defocused condition for
increased phase contrast. These images are modulated in frequency
space by the phase CTF (Contrast Transfer Function). Image CTF must
be estimated for later deconvolution. Currently, several software for
CTF estimation is available (e.g. ctﬃnd [24], gctf [25], e2ctf.py [26]).
Particle positions must be selected from the micrographs. After the CTF
estimation, particle images randomly oriented are collected. Several
correlation-based automatic particle picking programs are available at
present, (e.g. e2boxer.py [27], Relion-autopick [28], Scipion [29],
FindEM [30], Signature [31]). Particle images recorded in diﬀerent
orientations are aligned and classiﬁed.
The largest impact on mainstream improvement of results was
probably due to making ML (Maximum likelihood)-based 2D and 3D
classiﬁcation including Bayesian statistics practically feasible by clever
implementation on today's computer hardware. While earlier work was
indispensable to point the way [32], only later algorithms were opti-
mized enough for practical use (Frealign [33], Relion [28], EMAN2
[27], Frealing/cisTEM [34], Spire [35], and cryoSPARC [36]). But the
largest attraction for novel users can likely be attributed to a user-
friendly implementation by introducing an easy to use graphical user
interface. These programs now cover the entire workﬂow from motion
correction, automatic particle selection, 2D image classiﬁcation, image
browsers with various statistical parameters, to 3D reconstruction and
classiﬁcation.
3.3. 3D reconstruction of the structure
In the classic workﬂow, classiﬁed images are used for 3D re-
construction by means of a back-projection algorithm after determining
their orientations [37]. Prior classiﬁcation increases the SNR, but re-
duces the dataset to a discrete number of classes with limited resolu-
tion. The initial 3D map is iteratively reﬁned with a projection
matching procedure. Modern packages can operate on individual pro-
jections. The principle of 3D reconstruction from 2D projections is the
central section theorem [38,39], which states that the 2D Fourier
transforms of the projections of the same 3D object lie on planes cen-
tered at the origin of the 3D transform of the object. At the time of
insertion of the 2D transform into the 3D array (or sometimes before), a
correction for the point spread function of the defocused image is ap-
plied. This is referred to as correction for the CTF of the optical system
of the microscope. It is an operation essential for restoration of high-
resolution information, which is shifted radially outwards and accom-
panied by periodic phase shifts as in an Airy disk of a point source, and
it is accomplished by deconvolution of the defocused image with the
previously ﬁtted phase CTF of the microscope. This phase-corrected
image is often scaled, weighted and treated with a band-pass ﬁlter
before its insertion into the 3D array. While not all reconstruction
methods are Fourier based, the procedures are mathematically
equivalent. Fourier methods, however, are often easier to implement
and very similar to methods used for reconstruction of diﬀraction
images. After all, the Fourier transform of the image of a thin phase
object, which is the result of interference of arrays scattered by the
object and the unscattered beam after their recombination by the ob-
jective lens is proportional to the diﬀraction pattern recorded in the
optical diﬀraction plane: the intensities measured in the diﬀraction
spots of crystallographic data are the squares of the amplitudes and are
equivalent to spots in the Fourier transform of an electron micrograph.
But aren't there no spots in the image transform of a non-crystalline
sample without periodicity? While this is correct, it does not matter for
the purpose of 3D reconstruction, since the transform of a non-periodic
object is continuous, but sampled at pixel interval. The fact that it is
pre-aligned against a 3D reference omits indexing. The back-transform
of the symmetrized 3D Fourier array to the resulting normalized 3D
map represents the reconstructed electron potential. When visualized at
an appropriate contour level (e.g. at 3 standard deviations above
average, or “3 sigma”) and of suﬃciently high resolution, it allows
building of an atomic model by placing atomic coordinates into the
map. This process can be partly automated if the quality of the map is
very high. The process involves incorporation of constraints imposed by
knowledge of chemical properties like bond lengths and peptide geo-
metry.
4. Subtomogram averaging (STA)
4.1. Principle and practice
A recent successful development in tomography is subtomogram
averaging. While “classic” SPA relies on alignment, averaging and 3D
reconstruction from 2D projections, STA starts from tomograms of
nearly identical 3D structures frozen in vitreous ice. The process begins
with data collection by tilt series followed by tomographic re-
construction (Fig. 5B). Before STA, one of the disadvantages of con-
ventional tomography based on tilt series was known as the “missing
wedge eﬀect”. Since a typical sample holder cannot be tilted by more
than± 70 degrees, there is a direction perpendicular to the beam,
which does not contain any views of the object. In reciprocal space, this
can be visualized as a missing wedge of data. It manifests itself in an-
isotropic resolution of the tomographic reconstruction, with some fea-
tures entirely absent when viewed from the direction of the missing
data. Dual axis tilt acquisition strategies, in which the sample is rotated
by 90° in plane before another tilt series is started, can signiﬁcantly
reduce this eﬀect to a “missing pyramid” of data [40], or even to a
missing cone [41]. However, the dose must either be increased to ac-
commodate the additional images, which increases damage. Or the tilt
step interval must be made coarser while keeping the dose constant,
thereby increasing noise. In practice, single tilt tomography has re-
mained the most commonly used technique despite the missing wedge
artifacts. Modern tilt data collection can be optimized for eﬃcient
“dose-symmetric” [42] acquisition strategies, or follow the classic
single axis tilt data collection scheme. In all cases, which aim for fol-
lowing up by averaging methods, a greater emphasis lies on the ﬁrst
frames, which have experienced the least amount of radiation damage.
From the reconstructed tomogram, multiple copies of the particles are
selected and boxed as volumes, resulting in a stack of already re-
constructed 3D particles, or “subtomograms” (instead of a stack of 2D
projections as in SPA). If the sample distribution (i.e. random orienta-
tion of identical particles) and available beam time allow the collection
of a larger number of reconstructed subtomograms, STA can result in
increased SNR of the ﬁnal subtomogram average and simultaneous
reduction of missing wedge artifacts, because particles are randomly
oriented with respect to the beam. In addition, because the location of
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each subtomogram within the ﬁeld of each image is known, a more
precise CTF correction can be applied to each projection before its re-
construction while also applying a sensible mask to reduce alignment
bias by the missing wedge data [43]. This procedure including iterative
alignment and reconstruction with individual movie frame processing
followed by ML-3D classiﬁcation is now implemented in the latest
version 2 of Relion [44]. A similar workﬂow has also been described by
Briggs et al., leading to the currently highest subtomogram averaging of
a viral coat protein of HIV at 3.9 Å resolution [45].
4.2. Advantage of STA
When it becomes diﬃcult or impossible to recognize individual
particles easily – e.g., against the noisy background of a cell, there is no
alternative to tomography. The power of modern STA is illustrated in a
landmark study by Asano et al., who were able to extract, average and
3D-classify subtomograms of multiple forms of the proteasome in situ
inside a thin-sectioned cell, at nanometer resolution (Fig. 6) [46]. Ul-
timately, their third dimension is an advantage of subtomograms over
the 2D projections used in SPA, because the absolute handedness of a
structure is lost in projection. This loss of information can lead to am-
biguities about which side is facing up or down. While this statement
may appear trivial, history has shown that many structures have been
reconstructed incorrectly due to the lack of 3D information [47]. STA
can overcome this problem while retaining the ability to reach high
resolution. A clever way to determine absolute handedness with limited
amount of eﬀort was introduced by Briegel et al. [48] by adding a
unique ﬁducial with known hand. In addition, STA is applicable to
entirely novel structures with unknown symmetry or diﬃcult cases with
high conformational ﬂexibility (e.g. motor proteins like myosin or dy-
nein) and may result in a correct set of 3D conformations, whereas an
incorrect alignment reference may trick the SPA method towards a
biased result despite proper classiﬁcation. The drawback, however, is
much lower throughput due to tilt series acquisition and technical
challenges for extremely precise stage control, tracking and CTF cor-
rection. Once these are overcome – e.g. by adding fast continuous to-
mography acquisition at movie rate on a direct electron detector [49] –
and corresponding additional improvements in tomography software –
there should not remain much diﬀerence between the results achievable
by SPA and STA. Together with novel methods in NMR spectroscopy
which can describe the full conformational range of a structure [50],
cryo-EM will become a technique of choice for analysis of ﬂexible
molecules. The future looks bright indeed for structure determination of
dynamic structures.
5. Resolution estimation, model building and validation
Resolution of the reconstruction is generally estimated by com-
paring two reconstructions each from a half set of images (e.g. all even
numbered particle images, and all odd numbered images) in the fre-
quency domain, i.e. after Fourier transformation of the volume. Due to
their diﬀerent data content, the two half set reconstructions begin to
diﬀer more and more as the level of detail (the spatial frequency) in-
creases. This correlation coeﬃcient is plotted as the Fourier shell cor-
relation (FSC). If the alignment algorithm took care to minimize re-
ference bias, a threshold at FSC = 0.5 was originally used to indicate
the resolution of the map [51]. Rosenthal and Henderson [52] in-
troduced a lower threshold at FSC = 0.143 based on the fact, that the
resolution of the ﬁnal reconstruction is higher than its half-sets used for
FSC. This value is consistent with criteria used in x-ray crystallography.
It has been argued that no ﬁxed value should be used - in particular
when symmetry is applied to both half set reconstructions ("half bit"
criterion, [51]). In an attempt to further reduce possible reference bias,
resolution measurement after fully independent reﬁnement and re-
construction is referred to as the "gold standard FSC" [52]. However,
when identical starting 3D references have been used for both reﬁne-
ment runs from the beginning, such reference bias is not avoided and
the advantage of the gold standard method becomes questionable. In
any case, the FSC measures similarity between two data sets and is only
an indicator for the resolution of the reconstruction, but no validation.
For tomography data, care must be taken not to bias the resolution
measurement by the presence of edge eﬀects in reciprocal space caused
by the missing wedge of data. This is usually accomplished by sub-
stituting missing values with average density values. The problem is
Fig. 6. Contrast-enhanced cryo-electron tomography with Volta phase plate shows dynamic states of 26S proteasome in their functional and unperturbed cellular environment (in situ).
A) Mammalian 26S proteasome subunits after sub-tomogram averaging and 3D classiﬁcation with ﬁtted atomic models (from S. cerevisiae) in two biologically signiﬁcant states. B) One
tomogram slices through an annotated 3D atlas of a cell with individual orientations and conformational states of 26S proteasomes. Colored isosurfaces from (A) are overlaid. In the
absence of proteotoxic stress, only 20% of 26S proteasomes in this molecular census of the entire cell were found to be in the substrate processing state (blue), suggesting that in the
absence of stress their capacity is not fully used. Scale bar, 500 nm. (Reproduced from [46] with permission).
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much reduced after STA. While the measured value for map resolution
is not a form of validation, it is an important parameter, which must be
reported with each deposition. It has become standard practice to
document the quality of a map by computed color-coded “local” re-
solution values, which indicate resolution anisotropy in the real space
reconstruction (e.g. Resmap [53], Blocres [54]).
The ﬁnal purpose is to understand the molecular structure and the
structural dynamics in the biomolecules. Once a high-resolution struc-
ture has been reconstructed beyond 4 Å, it is often possible to build an
atomic model of the entire molecule de novo, or by rigid-body docking
or ﬁtting of existing model coordinates. The preferred workﬂow de-
pends on map resolution and typically alters between manual building
(e.g. Coot [55], O [56]) and automated reﬁnement (e.g. refmac [57],
phenix_real_space_reﬁne [58]) by incorporating chemical knowledge
and force ﬁelds. Most of these programs operate on real space maps.
Under favorable conditions and in particular if symmetry can be
exploited, it is sometimes possible to generate model sets fully auto-
matically (e.g. rosetta [59]). At low resolution (less than 4–6 Å),
methods, which incorporate additional physicochemical constraints
like molecular dynamics [60] or normal mode analysis [61], are re-
quired. A reﬁned model must be validated with crystallographic geo-
metry validation tools, which produce a variety of statistics and check
for stereochemical outliers of the atomic coordinates. It has become
common standard and it is now prerequisite to deposit maps in public
databases (e.g. Electron Microscopy Data Bank EMDB) together with
model coordinates (RCSB Protein Data Bank PDB).
6. Advanced techniques
For the current advancement of cryo-EM for structural studies of
biomolecules and biomolecular dynamics, a lot of innovations have
been adopted. In this section, we introduce these prerequisite tech-
nologies.
6.1. Direct electron detectors and “movie mode”
The great success of SPA in the past ten years is chieﬂy based on
concerted improvements in detectors, instrumentation and software.
Direct electron detectors (DED) or direct detection devices (DDD) based
on radiation-hardened CMOS technology derived from high energy
physics, and lessons learned from x-ray synchrotron detectors have
ushered in a new area of nearly noise-free image sensors with high
detective quantum eﬃciency (DQE). They have entirely replaced plate
cameras based on photographic sheet ﬁlm coated with an electron-
sensitive silver halide emulsion as well as the previous generation of
scintillator-coupled CCD detectors. All DDDs can operate at moderate
(20–40 frames per second, e.g. FEI Falcon 2, Direct Electron DE-20 and
DE-64) to high frame rates (400–8000 fps, e.g. Gatan K2, Gatan K2-IS,
PNDetector pnCCD). These make a possible to perform motion correc-
tion of the image frames and high-resolution imaging [62].
Their operation in “movie mode” allows compensation of residual
stage motion as well as motion of the image due to beam-induced
charging. Software, which can perform such motion correction, relies
on averaging after frame alignment and may be used on-the-ﬂy with
appropriate hardware (e.g. FEI Falcon3EC processor) or a dedicated
powerful computer (Appion [63], FOCUS [64]). Geometric distortions
caused by the projector lens system can be measured and corrected
(unblur [15]). It has become common practice to use a dose-dependent
ﬁlter, which weights the amplitudes of each movie frame in the fre-
quency domain in order to retain strong low resolution contrast while
retaining high resolution information from early frames which have
suﬀered less from radiation damage (e.g. motioncor [16], motioncor2
[65], unblur [15], Direct detector utilities [66]). Single electron
counting and super-resolution interpolation have become practical in
real-time operation implemented on dedicated ﬁeld programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) (e.g. Gatan K2 Summit, FEI Falcon 3EC). 2× super-
resolution interpolation results in a 4× larger pixel count of the output
image with signal detectable beyond the Nyquist limit of the physical
pixel array (Gatan K2 Summit). The advantages are slightly improved
DQE performance after down sampling by Fourier cropping, which
eliminates additional noise in the form of aliasing eﬀects, or a wider
ﬁeld of view. The latter is also achieved by a native 8 k × 8 k pixel
sensor (Direct Electron DE-64), which has the beneﬁt of higher
throughput by capturing 4× the area and proportionally more single
particle images compared to a 4 k × 4 k sensor.
6.2. Phase contrast and phase plates
Contrast formation in the TEM is a combination of amplitude con-
trast, which is chieﬂy due to inelastic interaction of the beam with the
sample, and phase contrast, which is strongly modulated by the phase
CTF of the optical system of the microscope. Since the fraction of am-
plitude contrast at typical energies of modern TEMs (120–300 keV) is
only 5–10%, images are usually recorded at defocused condition to gain
phase contrast, and the frequency-dependent displacement of the ra-
dially shifted point spread is later restored by deconvolution with the
experimentally determined phase CTF. However, the defocus-induced
blurring of the observed object features makes direct interpretation
diﬃcult and attenuates high resolution information with increasing
defocus due to limited coherence and aberrations.
The image in the TEM is formed by interference between the un-
scattered electron wave, which has never interacted with the thin
sample, and the scattered waves whose phases were altered as a result
of the interaction with the electric potential of the object. When the
scattered and unscattered waves are combined in the image plane, an
image with varying brightness arises and its features are due to these
subtle phase diﬀerences and the CTF. Thus, image formation in the TEM
is sometimes referred to as “in-line holography”. More than 60 years
ago, the Dutch physicist Fritz Zernike realized that such phase diﬀer-
ences could be greatly increased by systematically delaying or accel-
erating the phase of the scattered wave. He accomplished this by in-
troducing a ring-shaped phase-shifting device – a wave plate, or phase
plate – in the back focal plane of an optical light microscope (the optical
diﬀraction plane), which led to his Nobel Prize for the discovery of
phase contrast microscopy in 1953 [67]. For the rest of his life, he
worked on the practical implementation of his idea for the TEM, but
technical diﬃculties were only overcome by Nagayama et al. with the
“Zernike” phase plate, which is a thin phase-shifting carbon ﬁlm
mounted in the back focal plane with a central hole for the central
unscattered beam [68]. However, this device also suﬀered from rapid
charge build-up, performance degradation by small contaminants, and
the requirement for very precise positioning of the central hole. Only
recently, novel types of phase plates have made routine use of this
ground-breaking eﬀect in the TEM practical: in particular, the VPP,
which is based on a heated continuous carbon ﬁlm that gets charged up
by the unscattered central beam itself, whose phase it shifts [69]. Other
electrostatic designs (e.g. Siemens star, Half phase plate, Ampere phase
plate) based on precisely shaped external electric potentials are still
under development and promise easier image acquisition and data
processing procedures due to constant user-controllable phase shift
[70].
In theory, an in-focus phase contrast image with a quarter wave
phase plate (phase shift = 90°) results in ﬂat high contrast transfer
across the frequency spectrum. Such an image represents large and
small features at equal contrast and makes it therefore easy for an ob-
server to interpret the imaged structure directly. However, one of the
practical diﬃculties of in-focus phase contrast is accurate focus within
100 nm during automated data collection for SPA. This is due to the fact
that commercially available holey carbon foils used as specimen sup-
port are not always ﬂat and may wrinkle due to unisotropic contraction
upon plunge freezing. Because no Thon rings are visible at such low
defocus, CTF estimation is not practical. Despite multi-point oﬀ-axis
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focusing, it is hard to obtain higher resolution than ~4 Å [69]. De-
viations as small as 200 nm from true focus introduce strong oscilla-
tions of the phase CTF in the high frequency part of the spectrum and
deteriorate the signal at high resolution upon averaging. An alternative
to in-focus phase plate imaging is defocused phase plate imaging, which
results in visible Thon rings in the image power spectrum that can be
used for ﬁtting and deconvolution of the phase CTF including astig-
matism and phase plate-induced phase shift. With this method, very
high resolution better than 3 Å has been achieved [71] and a small
protein of 64 kDa molecular mass has been resolved to 3.2 Å resolution
[6] using SPA with VPP. Nevertheless, accurate estimation of the
variable charge-induced phase shift of a VPP is still challenging and
requires stringent selection of outliers from the expected phase shift
curve evolution.
Phase contrast imaging with contrast-inducing phase plates holds
the promise of obtaining high resolution reconstructions with a smaller
amount of particle images, because the enhanced contrast facilitates
particle alignment and classiﬁcation. For dynamic structures, whose
images must be sorted into discrete classes, this represents a clear ad-
vantage. The same should apply to phase plate tomography and STA. In
summary, the use of a phase plate device for contrast enhancement is a
small step forward by itself, but in combination with other improve-
ments in direct electron detectors, energy ﬁlters, sample preparation
and the collection of large amounts of data at movie rate, these incre-
mental advances add up and result in better data with higher SNR for
much more eﬃcient analysis with modern image processing techniques.
6.3. Energy ﬁlters
Energy ﬁlters enhance contrast by ﬁltering out the detrimental
contributions of out-of-phase inelastically and multiply scattered elec-
trons. An energy ﬁlter in the EM acts like an optical prism – when the
electron beam is bent around a tight corner, it is fanned out according
to its energy spectrum (thus, its wavelength). Using a mechanical slit of
variable width, images can be ﬁltered according to energy range and
oﬀset selected by the optical system of the spectrometer and the slit
width. For biological applications, typically only the zero-loss ﬁltered
image is used (corresponding to elastic scattering events without energy
loss). Two types of energy ﬁlter are utilized – one is in-column and the
other is the bottom mount type [72]. Compared to the in-column en-
ergy ﬁlter (omega-type and gamma-type), which has a symmetric op-
tical design, the bottom mount ﬁlter was more prone to image distor-
tion because of its asymmetrical design. It has, however, been upgraded
to minimize geometric distortions to less than 0.5% RMSD across the
ﬁeld of view (Gatan Quantum GIF), which beneﬁts the averaging of
large single particle objects like giant viruses and cellular tomography
[73]. The combination of energy ﬁlter and direct electron detector
combines both contrast enhancing eﬀects (e.g. Gatan K2 Quantum).
6.4. Advances in electron microscopes, automation and data handling
On the microscope side, the most signiﬁcant improvements were
multi specimen autoloaders, which allow cryo-samples to be kept for up
to 5 days in the autoloader without contamination, upgraded optics by
adding a third condenser lens (FEI Titan) for ease of achieving parallel
illumination, high coherence Schottky-type or cold ﬁeld emission
emitters (JEOL cryoARM), improved specimen stage stability by elim-
inating the side entry holder and by fully containing the specimen
cartridge inside the microscope column, contrast-improving phase
plates, and ﬁnally full remote control capability of all microscope
functions including aperture control, which eliminates any temperature
variations or vibrations induced by a human operator.
This remote-control capability has enabled a new generation of
software, which allows fully automated data collection on a well-
maintained and calibrated cryo-TEM (e.g. Leginon [74], SerialEM [75],
FEI EPU/Tomography4, UCSF-Image4 [76], Gatan Latitude, JEOL
JADAS) and results in large amounts of data (typically between 3 and
−10 TB of movie data per each sample dataset). Such large datasets
must be stored on local redundant arrays of disks (RAID), on storage
area networks (SANs) or network-attached storage (NAS) and be pro-
cessed on computer clusters, which typically have several thousand
CPU cores. As in other ﬁelds of applied high performance computing
(HPC), graphics processing units (GPUs) have been used to accelerate
numerically intensive highly parallel computations – for cryo-EM, GPU
processing has become popular for motion correction of movie frames
(e.g. motioncor1/2) [16,65] and the entire image processing workﬂow
(Frealign-GPU [77], Relion2 [44]) by using cheap “gaming” cards,
multiples of which can reach the performance of 100–1000 CPUs in a
single chassis under the desk, thereby eliminating the need for a cen-
trally maintained datacenter and saving energy.
In the case of cryo-ET, the specimen holder is rotated at the object
and a tilt series of the specimen is collected with continuous or variable
tilt angle increment. Modern software for automated image acquisition
can create a tiled “atlas” of the entire grid at low magniﬁcation, which
is then followed by imaging of squares used for indexing of hole posi-
tions. Each hole is sequentially targeted for precise adjustment of the
stage and multiple exposures can be taken by using image shift after
oﬀset focusing, thereby maximizing throughput (e.g. EPU (FEI
Company), Leginon [74], SerialEM [75], UCSF Image4 [76], Gatan
Digital Micrograph Latitude (Gatan Inc.), Tomography4 (FEI Com-
pany)). Such systems allow the collection of up to 3000 single particle
images per day and can easily generate more than 3–10 TB of data
volume during this time, depending on the number of stored movie
frames. Actual throughput depends on many parameters including
number of movie frames, network and data storage speed. Current data
collection strategies for tomography are much more time consuming
(e.g. dose symmetric strategy [42]) and limit the amount of tomograms
to about 10 per day. This might be improved by future continuous
acquisition tilt tomography, during which a tomogram is collected as a
single continuous movie. Indeed, in the ﬁeld of material science, such
continuous acquisition of a low dose tilt series consisting of 3487 movie
frames at a frame rate of 1000 frames per second has been demon-
strated in only 3.5 s [49]. Adapting this technology for biological
samples will enable data collection for subtomogram averaging at a
throughput comparable to today's single particle method. While most
labs are currently using TEM, cryo-scanning transmission EM (cryo-
STEM) has strong potential and has been successfully applied to cellular
tomography of thick samples [78].
7. Observation of molecular dynamics
For single particle analysis, the objects must be homogeneous and
equally dispersed in a thin ice ﬁlm, because a prerequisite of the re-
construction algorithm is that particle images represent a series of
diﬀerent projections from identical particles. However, recent software
using sophisticated algorithms for 3D classiﬁcation can separate small
conformational changes in single molecules images [79]. Hetero-
geneous particles have been successfully separated using both SPA and
cryo-ET/STA. These breakthrough improvements cannot be overstated,
since most recent results showing 3D classes of the particle population
prove that the assumption that all particle images are projection from
the identical 3D object is incorrect. The observation that discrete sub-
classes of molecular structure exist becomes even more pronounced as
the resolution of their reconstructions is increasing. Most larger pro-
teins and protein complexes contain ﬂexible domains, which can adopt
multiple conformations. This may be the reason why such dynamic
structures have often eluded crystallization. To obtain the highest levels
of resolution achieved by SPA around 2 Å for biological samples as of
today, even images of small proteins showed conformational variability
which required sorting into their least variable forms by 3D classiﬁca-
tion [80,5]. The distribution of their dynamic molecular conformations
in snap shots captured by diﬀerent classes may account for preferred
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low energy states within a thermodynamic equilibrium and the total
population may contain the entire conformational space accessible to
the folding of the protein structure under the conditions of its native
environment in solution before ﬂash freezing. Indeed, such a quanti-
tative model has been proposed for the dynamic conformational
changes of the yeast ribosome based on sophisticated manifold mapping
of representative 3D classes (Fig. 7) [81,82]. Such models cannot only
unravel the temporal relationship between 3D classes representing
diﬀerent conformations of the structure, but ﬁll in the gaps between
transitions of preferred states by assigning them to a multi-dimensional
trajectory within a realistic energy landscape and hence explain their
mechanism of action by thermodynamic principles. For other examples,
Zhao et al. reported the structures of the three rotational states of the
yeast V-ATPase by single particle cryo-EM at near atomic resolution
[79]. According to the three ATP binding states in cytoplasmic V1 do-
main, the whole structure of the multi-complex showed diﬀerent
structures, which were successfully classiﬁed at 3D by using Relion
[28]. In a recent landmark study, Loveland et al. were able to untangle
key states of the ribosome during gene translation, elucidating the
mechanism of accurate decoding by ensemble analysis with single
particle cryo-EM [83]. As a new tool to study dynamics of membrane
proteins, nanodiscs are adapted for cryo-EM SPA. Gao et al. solved the
high-resolution structures of TRPV1 ion channels embedded in nano-
discs wit and without ligands and reported that the speciﬁc phospho-
lipid interactions enhance binding of a spider toxin to TRPV1 through
formation of a tripartite complex. Furthermore, phosphatidylinositol
lipids occupy the binding site for capsaicin and other vanilloid ligands
and regulate the channel opening [84].
For cryo-ET/STA, it can be used to study molecular states of unique
complexes at near-native condition, even though the resolutions are
lower than those of SPA [85,86]. Cryo-ET can provide the structure of
parts of cells, organelles, and viruses in situ. Liu et al. described
structural changes of the envelope glycoproteins of human im-
munodeﬁciency virus (HIV) with and without ligand binding to the
target cell receptor [87]. The dynamic model of the bacterial type IVa
pilus machinery was investigated by cryo-ET/STA by Chang et al. [88],
revealing the mechanism of pilus assembly and retraction. CryoET/STA
also helped elucidate the dynamics in bacterial chemotaxis [89,90], and
bacteriophage infection [91–93], where the dynamical conformation
changes of the protein complexes cause the biological functions.
8. Conclusion/perspectives
Here, we give a review of cryo-EM and introduce the technique as
one of the modalities for studying molecular dynamics in proteins and
protein complexes. Recent advances in hardware and software tech-
nology described in this review allow investigation of ensembles of
protein structures and their dynamics using cryo-EM at molecular to
near-atomic level. Compared with other methods, cryo-EM covers a
larger range of molecular weights and sample conditions. Even the
structure of proteins inside the cell can now be analyzed in situ by FIB-
milling or cryo-sectioning. Cryo-EM, a just recently matured technique,
is a strong contender to contribute novel insights for the study of mo-
lecular dynamics of proteins in the future.
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Fig. 7. This work by Dashti et al. correlates conformational states and
energy landscape of the ribosome by manifold mapping during 3D-
classiﬁcation. (A) Orthogonal views of a cryo-EM map of the yeast
80S ribosome, with arrows indicating four key conformational
changes associated with the elongation work cycle of the ribosome.
(B) Energy landscape traversed by the ribosome. The color bar shows
the energy scale truncated at 2 kcal/mol to show details of the tri-
angular trough. The arrows indicate the structural changes between 7
selected states, each identiﬁed by its place in the sequence of 50
states. (Reproduced from [82] with permission.)
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